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"The #1 Secret Brain Hack To Annihilate Procrastination 
(of  What You Hate  and Are Scared To Do) 

In 29 Seconds and Habitually Take Massive Action Relentlessly" 
 

 
 

THEEPICLIFE.CO.UK 

 
This Brain Hack Willl: 
ü SUFFOCATE FEAR & PROCRASTINATION BEFORE IT HAS A CHANCE TO 

FESTER AND SABOTAGE YOUR SUCCESS... 
 

ü OVERRIDE FEAR & AUTOMATE ACTION SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO RELY ON 
WILL POWER TO GET YOU TO TAKE ACTION... 
 

ü CREATE A NEW COMFORT ZONE SO EVEN WHEN YOU ARE SCARED YOU 
DEFAULT TO THE ACTIVITY WHICH GENERATES CASH... 
 

ü GET EVERY TRAINING YOU HAVE EVER INVESTED IN TO ACTUALLY PAY 
CASH INTO YOUR POCKET... 

 
 
 
 
 

[#1 SECRET BRAIN HACK] 

ANNIHILATE PROCRASTINATION 
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From The Desk of Elliot Odle 

Hey There, 
If you’re anything like me, you dream of an ideal lifestyle and don’t do anything to 
move towards it...  
You think there’s something wrong with YOU, but there’s not!  
You just don’t know how to get yourself to take action...   

YET! 
And that’s good news because that says something about you…  
the SAME thing it says about me… 
It’s says YOU are MORE motivated by avoiding PAIN than gaining pleasure… (MOST 
people are)… 

If More People Knew This About 

Themselves… You’d see a LOT more “successful” people in the world, 

because they would know how to get themselves to take action… 

Very few people are motivated by gaining pleasure, which is why very few people are 

successful, because usually only people motivated by gaining pleasure know how to 

get themselves to take action,  

Because Moving Towards Pleasure Is What 
Comes Natural To THEM! 

The rest of us are in deep, doo, doo… And by the way most gurus/experts teach 

people to get images of things they want and visualise them… me included! But most 

people just visualise and don’t take action, 
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WHY? 
Well… 

Although they want nice things, they aren’t motivated by them!  

If they were, they WOULD be taking action. But they aren’t… 

Why On Earth Is This GOOD News?? 
It’s good news, because I KNOW EXACTLY what to do!!!  
Because I’m more motivated to take action in order to avoid pain…  
Which tells me… You will move twice as fast to avoid pain than you will to experience 
pleasure… 
 

It’s just like when you know filing your 
taxes late has a penalty; you spur into 

action because now it’s more 
comfortable taking massive action! 

 

A New Comfort Zone Was CREATED!!! 
That’s exactly what this brain hack will do for you! 
This #1 Secret Brain Hack is designed to make it MORE painful to procrastinate than 
to take massive action…  
No Scratch that…  

It’s Designed To Make It INEVITABLE That 
You Take Massive Action… 

Use this for everything, you know you should be doing but don’t get around to 
doing! It only takes 29 seconds… 

Write a cheque out to a good TRUST worthy friend for $1,000… Tell them that if 
you fail to prove to them that you have done the key activity (you know will put 
cash in your pocket), every working day for 1 month they have your permission to 
deposit your cheque! 
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This guarantees you’ll commit to the key cash generating activity, you’ll be too 

terrified NOT to follow through, it will be excruciating painful to lose $1,000, and far 

more comfortable to take action building your income generating habit!) If $1,000 

doesn’t bother you choose an amount which does! 

This WORKS… Trust me! 
It will… 

ü SUFFOCATE FEAR & PROCRASTINATION BEFORE IT HAS A CHANCE TO FESTER AND 
SABOTAGE YOUR SUCCESS... 
 

ü OVERRIDE FEAR & AUTOMATE ACTION SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO RELY ON WILL 
POWER TO GET YOU TO TAKE ACTION... 
 

ü CREATE A NEW COMFORT ZONE SO EVEN WHEN YOU ARE SCARED YOU DEFAULT TO 
THE ACTIVITY WHICH GENERATES CASH... 
 

ü GET EVERY TRAINING YOU HAVE EVER INVESTED IN TO ACTUALLY PAY CASH INTO 
YOUR POCKET... 
 

But ONLY If You DO It… 
So get out your cheque book and write ME a cheque $1,000 right now! Just kidding…  
But seriously…  

Find Someone TRUSTWORTHY… 

Who you know won’t deposit your cheque until you prove to them you’ve done what 

you say you will (and of course, when you can show them you’ve done it, they won’t 

be depositing anything) LOL J  

But…  
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Make Sure This Person Is Also Someone 
Who Has Integrity 

Who you know will not let you chicken out and will just hand you your cheque back… 

 

So go ahead and do this RIGHT NOW!  

What have you been putting off? Which you know will put cash in your pocket… 

 
 

NOW Let me show you [how to put this 
brain hack to good use and take this 
resource to the next level]...”  
 
 
Are you sick of blowing $97 here, $997 there, $1,997 at every internet marketing launch?  

Buying courses and not even looking at them…  

 

Or you start but don’t finish, OR you finish and just don’t do anything... 
 

OR maybe you do the market & competitor research, create the product, build the website, 

make all the marketing materials...  

 

Text your friend/family member and say: Hey, I have a cheque with $1,000 with 

your name on it. If I fail to prove to you I’ve done X every working day for 1 

month! You have my permission to deposit it! When can I give you the cheque? 
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But when it comes to the part which you know will actually make the money you freeze… 

You find something to make “better” just stalling…  Is that you? 

 

Or maybe you started marketing and you didn’t get the result you wanted… and you’re 

scared to try again… so you keep improving the sales funnel without sending anyone to it,  

 

You don’t even know if your tweaks are going to make a difference… 
 

You buy another course, learn everything, make the changes, but you don’t pull the trigger 

when it comes to making cash… Sound familiar? 

 

You wonder What’s wrong with me? What’s going on? What’s stopping me? Why am I so 

scared? 

You’re not alone… 

 

Now…  You’ve been told your problem is fear of failure, but that’s not the REAL reason, 

you procrastinate... 

There is an UNDERLYING subconscious fear waaaaay Deeper than 
Fear of failure... 

 

And it paralyses you, into non action…  

It feels like fear of failure… and because that’s what 99% of people THINK it is, they try to 

tackle “fear of failure” but that’s just a symptom OF the cause...  

 

This is why you have tried everything else everybody else teaches 
without success… 
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It’s not your fault!  

So called “experts” have given you the wrong advice… They don’t EVEN know that they are 

merely addressing the SYMPTOM “fear of failure” and NOT it’s cause…  

 

It’s like having a warning light on the dashboard of your car come on and you just yank the 

wires out to turn the light off, but the oil still needs changing...  

 

So… there you are… in love with the dream lifestyle. You love just thinking about it...  

The emotional euphoria of it feels awesome doesn’t it? The money, the dream house, dream 

car, vacations, the freedom….  

 

But your underlying fear is what KEEPS you fantasizing and NOT 
moving towards the dream… 

 

Wanna know what your underlying fear is??? Here it is… “What if I take action and find out, 

I CAN’T have the epic life I fantasize about!!!” The fear of finding THAT out, is what stops 

you…  

 

You enjoy the fantasy so much, the fear of losing the euphoria is so excruciating, you would 

rather keep it as a dream in your head… Because if you don’t take action, your dream stays 

safe… you’ll never find out you CAN’T have that dream life… As long as you KEEP it a 

fantasy!!! Your dream’s safe to enjoy… So… you don’t take action… That’s what’s going 

on…  

 

YOU’VE just never been able to articulate it this way before!!! 

Are you getting this? 
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This is exactly what happened with me for 8 years not asking that beautiful girl to be my 

girlfriend. I preferred dreaming of her being mine, than potentially finding out she didn’t 

want me! 

 

And guess what I spent around the same period of time procrastinating starting my business. 

For the exact same underlying reason… 

 

Well fast forward 14 years I married the same hot chick…                                                          

(And I started my business and actually started making money! 

 

Now, if you want to the hot girl, the dream lifestyle, the dream business… you’re going to 

have to face your underlying fear and it’s going to cost you…. 

 

But don’t worry… as you’ll soon see it doesn’t cost very much, and if you do it right you can 

actually create a new comfort zone which generates income for the rest of your life… 

 

So how do you get around this underlying fear of losing the fantasy? 

Is there a system or “hack” that will give you the life you deserve? 

There is and that’s exactly what this Ebook is all about… 

So what’s the solution? 

 

What happened?  

How did I end up making the proposition to the hot girl who became my wife? 

How did I end up ACTUALLY starting my business?  

The solution to both was exactly the same...  
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I figured a way to trick the brain so facing underlying fear is virtually painless… 

 

And this simple little trick Puts ["The #1 Secret Brain Hack To Annihilate Procrastination" }  

on steroids…  

 

It’s a Cheat Sheet SUPER Brain Hack called: 

“The Ultimate SUPERCHARGED Brain Hack For Overriding 
Underlying Fear PERMENANTLY” 

 
After 8 years procrastinating, investing $10,000s, 100s hours studying optimal human 

performance… And realising fears and underlying fears are ideas, that don’t exist anywhere 

other than my head. It made very little sense to let ideas, stop me having the dream life… 

 

I couldn’t bear the thought of going without the life I wanted, so when I read, procrastination 

quadrupled in the last 30 years and keeps rising. I knew I had to come up with a solution... 

 

I’ve looked far and wide to find experts and synthesised the best solutions into the winning 

formula for maximizing my results with overriding underlying fears permanently... 

 

When I was finished, I was left with a simple, easy-to-follow 2 step “Brain Hack 

Plan” that incorporated all my best practices... 

 

Here’s a sampling of what’s covered in this plan… You’ll learn 

 
ü How to Trick the brain so facing underlying fear is virtually painless 
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ü The 5 Brain Hack questions you ask yourself to “trick” your brain into feeling MORE 
comfortable taking action, than procrastinating…  

 
ü The #1 Shortcut to override fear and eliminate the need for will power In 31 days… 

(When you add this to "The #1 Secret Brain Hack To  Annihilate Procrastination" you will 
actually create a new comfort zone which generates income for the rest of your 
life…)  

 
ü The 4 step trick which can be deployed in 5 minutes (when coupled with The 5 Brain Hack Trick 

Questions) propels you into unstoppable action, (it actually takes 30 seconds, but once you do it for 
5 minutes, you’ll have momentum, doing cash generating activities and you CAN’T stop!!!) 

 
…and soooo much more.  

 

Isn’t that coolest thing you’ve ever seen in your life?  

Can you see the difference this is going to make when you use this? 

 

Once you have access to it… You will Habitually Take Massive Action Relentlessly …and 

Make ALL The Investments You’ve Made In The Past Actually Pay Cash Into YOUR 

Pocket!  

This is going bring you the epic life you dream of to become your actual visible 

experience….  

 

Personally, I wouldn’t attempt this strategy without having a proven, 

step-by-step guide to follow, and this is especially true if you’re prone to starting 

things and not seeing them through to completion…  
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I mean it… 

 
Don’t attempt to address any underlying fears Until You Have Seen 

This Resource… 
 
Have you ever heard the expression: “Pioneers get scalped but settlers prosper?” 

 

The same applies here! 

 

At TheEpicLife.co.uk, we’ve already done all the hard work, made all the mistakes and 

figured out what works (and what doesn’t). And believe me, we made some mistakes and 

“got scalped” a few times along the way… 

 

That’s why we’re so careful to document WHAT WORKS into simple, 
easy-to-follow Brain Hacks so everyone in the TheEpicLife family can 

duplicate these results… 
 

In the past these Brain Hacks were mine alone, but now I’m making a select few available to 

the public...  

 

So now you don’t have to go at it alone! 

 

Normally these Brain Hacks sell for $97 EACH, but for a very limited time I’ll let you have 

instant access to this Hack for just $7... 

 

Yep…$7... 

 

Literally, you can have one of those fancy coffees at Starbucks or you can: 
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c Make extra money (by actually executing on something you’re currently not doing) 

 

c And Save time (and money) by executing a brain hack, the right way the first time… 

and start making money from every training you have ever bought in the past… 

 
c Watching the epic life you dream about go from inside your head to becoming your 

actual visible experience...  

 
c You can Become the hero of your family, being the ONE who actually made 

something of themselves and gave your family the epic life…  

 
The choice is yours… 
 
Click the “Add To Cart” button and start:  

 
“OVERRIDING Your Underlying Fear PERMENANTLY” 

 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++ 

This is the ONLY time you will see this $97 training for $19.97 
Once it’s gone, it’s gone… 

 
Click https://theepiclife.co.uk/underlying-fear-checkout/ and get started… 
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YES! I want to save 80% AND override my underlying fear permanently… 
WARNING: This is your only chance to get this at this price!! 

 
 

 
 

Click >> https://theepiclife.co.uk/underlying-fear-checkout/  
 

“The Ultimate SUPERCHARGED Brain Hack For Overriding 
Underlying Fear PERMENANTLY” - Cheat Sheets Now!!! 

 
Order Now And You’ll Get INSTANT Access To… 
 

ü How to Trick the brain so facing underlying fear is virtually painless 
 

ü The 5 Brain Hack questions you ask yourself to “trick” your brain into feeling MORE 
comfortable taking action, than procrastinating…  

 
ü The #1 Shortcut to override fear and eliminate the need for will power In 31 days… 

(When you add this to "The #1 Secret Brain Hack To  Annihilate Procrastination" you will 
actually create a new comfort zone which generates income for the rest of your 
life…)  

 

Add to Cart – Just $19.97! 
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ü The 4 step trick which can be deployed in 5 minutes (when coupled with The 5 Brain Hack Trick 
Questions) propels you into unstoppable action, (it actually takes 30 seconds, but once you do it for 
5 minutes, you’ll have momentum, doing cash generating activities and you CAN’T stop!!!) 

 
…and soooo much more... 
 
 
 

Click >> https://theepiclife.co.uk/underlying-fear-checkout/  
 

YES! I Want the EXTENDED Audio 

 

  
 

Click >> https://theepiclife.co.uk/underlying-fear-checkout/ 

Add to Cart – Just $19.97! 
 

Add to Cart – Just +$47! 
 

ONE TIME OFFER – Only $47: Want the NEW extended AUDIO versions of “The Ultimate 
SUPERCHARGED Brain Hack For Overriding Underlying Fear PERMENANTLY” Cheat Sheet, PLUS a 
bonus, unpublished Cheat Sheet showing you how to CONTROL & MASTER the Underlying EMOTION 
BEHIND The Underlying Fear… ***Click YES to add this to your order now for just a single payment of 
$47.00! (This offer is not available at ANY other time or place) 


